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INVESTMENT LESSONS LEARNT DURING COVID-19 

By Bastian Teichgreeber, Head of Asset Allocation at Prescient Investment Management 
 

 
As we head into the festive season, COVID- related deaths have 

surpassed 1.5m worldwide this year and many countries, 

particularly in the West, are struggling to contain the spread of the 

virus. Nevertheless, stock markets put in their best performance in 

November as infections continued to spiral, with the economic 

impact on economies not yet evident.  

 

Investment managers sit on the frontline during these crises, 

managing billions of rand through these precarious and 

unpredictable times. Teichgreeber shares his perspectives and 

learnings on what has been a year that will no doubt stand out as 

one of the most difficult to navigate on behalf of clients for many 

years to come.  

  

What do you think the biggest learning has been for investors this year?  
 

As a South African who’s spent most of his life in Europe, I’m still very familiar with Mario Draghi’s 

famous “Whatever it takes” statement in 2012, which marked the beginning of the end of the European 

Sovereign Debt Crisis. What we’ve learnt during the Covid-19 pandemic has been that the willingness 

and ability of fiscal and monetary authorities to act swiftly has surpassed what we’ve observed during 

the last decades by a wide margin. The impact of the implemented measures have been far reaching. 

In fact, they have lead to a decoupling of the financial markets from the real economy, the likes of which 

we’ve never seen before. 

 

What has surprised you the most this year regarding the financial markets? 

It would be the mismatch between economic activity and market performance, driven by very easy 

financial conditions,  as well as the extent to which the US Federal Reserve reacted to what initially 

seemed to be a temporary crisis. 

Are there any lessons contained in the way the policymakers have dealt with the crisis?  
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Yes, there are three. The first is that governments are intervening heavily in the daily lives and economic 

activities of their citizens to focus on one collective priority, in this case to contain the spread of the 

coronavirus. The second is that government spending and fiscal deficits are surging while private 

economic activity that is not geared towards the collective effort is plunging, at least temporarily. The 

third is that after the collective effort is over, the return to a more normal pattern of economic activity 

will pose some significant challenges. 

 

What has COVID taught investors about risk?  

We’ve once again experienced a tail event that has affected the majority of risky asset classes, but the 

bigger lesson learnt was regarding the correlation between the performance of these asset classes. We 

all know that during a period of crisis, asset class returns converge and correlations move closer to one, 

meaning they move in synch. Having said so, the extent to which different markets all over the world 

moved in lockstep was unprecedented, with the dispersion in returns between asset classes reaching 

a new low. In SA, we saw equities, bonds, preference shares, listed property, the Rand, and even 

income assets, fall at the same time during the March sell off in response to the lockdowns.  

  

What has COVID taught investors about the relationship between financial markets and the 
underlying economy? 
 

While we are well aware that the future is always different to the past, and that every crisis is different, 

the decoupling of the real economy from financial markets during the Covid-19 crisis has reached a 

level that we previously would have deemed impossible. Economic growth and financial market 

performance don’t match each other like for like, but we would at least expect a positive correlation 

between the two variables. Having said so, in the second quarter of 2020, we saw the biggest drop in 

economic output in living human memory being matched by the second strongest equity market 

performance ever. This mismatch was unprecedented to say the least, as evident in the graph below, 

which shows how off the chart the performance of the economy versus the US stock market was in the 

second quarter of this year. 
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What flaws and/or opportunities has it exposed in the way investors generally approach asset 
allocation and diversification? 
 

What has become obvious through this crisis is that managers were taken by surprise by the pace of 

the change in the macroeconomic outlook. While the economic damage wrought was significant, the 

recovery was markedly different to anything we had experienced before. We learnt that the activities 

that are being switched off in the current economic plunge can, and will largely will, be switched on 

again thereafter.  

 

Almost all of these activities will still be needed once restrictions are lifted step-by-step. The return to 

pre-corona patterns of activity is much less of a challenge than a genuine transition from an ordinary 

recession to an ordinary recovery.  

 

Of course, the pandemic and the lockdowns will almost certainly trigger some lasting structural 

changes, for instance shifting towards online shopping and more flexible working patterns, including 

more stints in the home office. But these changes are unlikely to cause disruption that is significant 

enough to do material damage on a macroeconomic scale. Of course, these structural shifts in 

behaviour patterns will have material impacts on individual sectors. 
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What lessons have South Africans learnt during COVID? 

No pandemic lasts forever. However, the COVID-19 shock will leave a significant surge in debt in its 

wake, which could spell serious trouble for governments once nominal and real interest rates begin to 

rise again. The outlook for inflation and thus for monetary policy will be a key factor in determining the 

path of economic performance and financial markets in coming years. 

  

End. 

 

• Prescient Investment Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider 
(FSP 612). 

• The value of investments may go up as well as down and past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance. 

• This representative is acting under supervision. 
 

About Prescient: 
 
• Prescient Holdings (Pty) Ltd is a diversified, global financial services group with a 21-year 

track record of providing solutions to our clients in Asset Management, Investment and 

Platform Administration, Retirement Solutions, Stockbroking and Wealth Management. As at 

31 December 2019, the group had R98.4 billion client assets under management (AUM) and 

administered R478 billion client assets (AUA), split between asset admin (R328 billion) and 

unitholder admin (R150 billion). Prescient has established operating businesses in the 

following main jurisdictions: Prescient has successfully operated for 21 years in South Africa, 

12 years in Ireland & the UK and 6 years in China.  

• Prescient Management Company (RF) Pty Ltd (the manager) is approved under the 

Collective Investment Schemes Control Act (No.45 of 2002). Prescient Investment 

Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised Financial Service Provider (FSP 612) under the 

Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (No.37 of 2002). 

• This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of any 

offer to issue or sell or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase any particular 

investments. Opinions expressed in this document may be changed without notice at any 

time after publication. We therefore disclaim any liability for any loss, liability, damage 
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(whether direct or consequential) or expense of any nature whatsoever which may be 

suffered as a result of or which may be attributable directly or indirectly to the use of or 

reliance upon the information. 

• There are risks involved in buying or selling a financial product. There are no guarantees 

provided. 
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